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PCMC launches interactive training materials via Mobile Link  
Tablet technology offers machine-side training and easy document access for customers 
 

GREEN BAY, Wis. — Feb. 12, 2019 — Paper Converting Machine Company (PCMC), part 
of Barry-Wehmiller, recently launched Mobile Link, a handheld tablet solution that offers 
user-friendly access to interactive training materials and technical documentation.  
 
“Customers have been craving mobility and convenience for their training and technical 
publications for a while now,” said Noah Kellermann, Field Service Training Leader for 
PCMC. “After two years of extensive testing and development, we’re confident Mobile 
Link will be the perfect complement to our already robust training programs. The initial 
response from our test market has been overwhelmingly positive.” 
 
Replacing binders of printed machine documentation, the rugged Mobile Link tablet is 
geared toward today’s operators and comes preloaded with interactive material, 
including instruction and parts manuals, schematics, lubrication schedules, simulators, 

videos and more. This new technology is available to all of PCMC’s tissue, flexographic printing and nonwovens customers.  
 
“Our diligence in developing a product that works for all of our product lines rests in our commitment to further enhance the 
trust our customers have in PCMC,” said Kellermann. “We wanted to be confident in offering a solution that’s proven, effective 
and relevant—and Mobile Link is all of those.” 
 

ABOUT PAPER CONVERTING MACHINE COMPANY (PCMC) 
Paper Converting Machine Company (PCMC) specializes in the design and manufacture of high-performance converting machinery for the 
tissue, nonwovens and package-printing industries worldwide. Our comprehensive product offerings include rewinding, laminating, printing, 
embossing, perforating and packaging equipment for tissue and towels; folding and converting machines; and a complete range of flexographic 
printing presses and laser anilox cleaners, serving the flexible-packaging, prime-label and carton-converting industries. For more about PCMC, 
which is part of Barry-Wehmiller, go to pcmc.com. 

ABOUT BARRY-WEHMILLER 
Barry-Wehmiller is a diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging, corrugating, 
sheeting and paper-converting industries. By blending people-centric leadership with disciplined operational strategies and purpose-driven 
growth, Barry-Wehmiller has become a $3 billion organization with nearly 12,000 team members united by a common belief: to use the power 
of business to build a better world. CEO Bob Chapman shares the story of the company’s transformation in his book, Everybody Matters: The 
Extraordinary Power of Caring for Your People Like Family. To learn more, go to barrywehmiller.com. 

With PCMC’s Mobile Link, customers can 
access training materials and relevant 
documents, all from an easy-to-use tablet. 
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